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Measurement of the anisotropy of the energy of an isotropic-smectic interface
in a smectic cylinder: Application to the L 3-L a interface

Christophe Blanc*
Laboratoire de Mine´ralogie-Cristallographie de Paris, CNRS UMR 7590, T16 case 115, Universite´ Pierre et Marie Curie, 4 Place

Jussieu, F-75252 Paris Cedex 05, France
~Received 30 January 2001; published 12 June 2001!

In order to measure the relative anisotropy of a smectic-isotropic interfacial energy, we propose an alterna-
tive to the classic Wulff construction. We derive the Gibbs-Thomson equation that describes the equilibrium of
a droplet of isotropic phase in a smectic sample confined within a cylindrical capillary. We then discuss the
influence of the curvature energy term and show that the profile of the droplet gives the variation of the surface
energy, either analytically or by means of a modified Wulff construction. From this approach, we measure the
relative anisotropy of the sponge-lamellar interfacial energy in the dilute Cetylpyridinium Chloride/hexanol/
brine surfactant system. We quantitatively confirm and complete previous observations of this interface, which
displays strong crystalline features, such as cusps and forbidden orientations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main parameters that controls the shape
the growth patterns of crystalline materials on a macrosco
scale is the dependence of the interfacial tensions(u,w) on
the orientations of the crystal defined by the spherical an
u andw. The equilibrium shape of rigid crystals in their me
is indeed determined by their surface energy function
Wulff @1# showed in a famous paper. The anisotropy of
interfacial tension also controls several important mec
nisms concerning the nonequilibrium dynamics of interfa
such as the formation of stationary needle crystals~dendrites!
@2,3#, even if other parameters such as the kinetic anisotr
or the diffusion ~matter and heat! anisotropy are also rel
evant. Therefore, the anisotropy of the interfacial tension
to be measured when studying the shape and patterns cr
by a growing crystal. The classical method for rigid cryst
consists of studying the equilibrium shape of an isola
germ by means of the Wulff construction, which relates
equilibrium shape to the polar plots(u,w) @2# of the inter-
facial energy~see Fig. 1!.

This method cannot be straightforwardly applied to s
matter crystals such as smectic, hexagonal phases in
melt @and also to two-dimensional~2D! phases of Langmuir
monolayers#, because these soft crystals are easily disto
in the bulk by surface effects. For example, the nuclei o
lamellar phase within its isotropic phase display bulk defe
such as focal conic domains@4# or curvature walls@5#, which
spontaneously appear and decrease the total energy o
crystals, interfacial energy included. The curvature energ
a given texture varies asKR ~whereK is a curvature modu-
lus andR is the size of the droplet!, whereas the interfacia
energy varies assR 2. The surface terms of a crystal dom
nate the bulk elasticity in the limit of large sizes~larger than
Rc'K/s) with the result that its equilibrium shape tends
become spherical even if the interfacial energy is stron
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anisotropic @4,6#. Although different authors@7–10# have
tried to generalize the Wulff construction of curved crysta
by taking the elastic effects into account, only particular g
ometries have been considered. Incidentally, it should
noted that the experimental study of the shape of isolated
curved nuclei cannot generally provide the variation of t
interfacial tension over a large range of orientations, beca
the appearance of curvature and defects precisely tend
favor the presence of a narrow range of orientations of lo
est interfacial energy.

Therefore, in practice, the measurement of the anisotr
in the interfacial tension of a soft crystal requires the orie
tation of this crystal by external means. The most comm
technique is the study of confined nuclei in thin sampl
oriented by means of a strong anchoring on a transpa
substrate. This technique has been successfully employe
obtain the angular dependence of several interfacial tens
related to the discotic hexagonal-isotropic@11#, the SmA-
SmB @12#, the hexagonal columnar-isotropic@13#, and the
nematic-SmB@14# interfaces. However, two main exper
mental difficulties limit the use of thin samples. First, a co
fined liquid crystal between two plane surfaces cannot
considered to be a 2D crystal because of the wetting co
tions on the two limiting surfaces. This point has been st
ied in detail in Ref.@15#, which shows that errors on th
anisotropy could be as large as 25% when one does not
the presence of the meniscus into account. The second

FIG. 1. A 2D Wulff construction applied to a lamellar rigi
crystal ~plain lines!. The lengthOP gives the polar plot of the
interfacial tensions(u) ~dotted lines!.
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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CHRISTOPHE BLANC PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011702
perimental difficulty concerns the achievement of a suita
anchoring—for example, a planar one is required for
study of a smectic-isotropic interface in thin samples. If su
anchorings are usually well documented for thermotro
systems, it is not the case for lyotropic systems.

We have encountered this experimental difficulty wh
studying the two-phase region of surfactant systems,
which an isotropicL3 sponge phase and aLa lamellar phase
coexist. TheL3 and La phases of membranes are found
the dilute part of the phase diagram of surfactant syste
TheLa phase is made of parallel bilayers of spacingda with
a smectic order, whereas the isotropicL3 phase consists in a
disordered medium in which a single bilayer separates
solvent into two equivalent parts, with many connectio
passages, and handles~the typical interbilayer distance is de
notedd3) @16#.

In some surfactant systems@17,18# ~see below!, the nuclei
of lamellar phases appear in the sponge phase as cl
spherulites~onions! with La layers tangent to the interface
In other systems@19#, the situation is very different. Fo
example, previous studies@20–22# of the cetylpyridinium
chloride ~CPCl!/hexanol/brine surfactant system have
ported the observations of very uncommon shapes and
terns obtained during the growth of theLa phase in the iso-
tropic L3 phase. This result has suggested that str
crystalline interfacial effects~such as forbidden orientation
and cusps@22#! were present even in the most dilute samp
@23#. We therefore proposed that a preferred tilt angleu0 of
the layers at the interface arises from aL3-La epitaxy due to
the continuity of the membranes through the interface
the matching of the typical distancesd3 and da @21#. We
were, however, not able to obtain 2D equilibrium sing
crystals and to measure the anisotropy in the interfacial
ergy by means of one of the classic methods descri
above, because no method of planar alignment for the di
lamellar phases is known. On the other hand, the stud
lamellar phase is stronglyhomeotropicallyoriented by glass
and we have reported the spontaneous formation of cry
line equilibrium droplets ofL3 phase@22# ~see Fig. 2! within
a smectic cylinder inside a cylindrical capillary. This geom
etry is known for orienting smectic layers in a leeklike w
@24,25#.

The present paper is dedicated to the study of the shap
a droplet of isotropic phase within a smectic cylinder~Sec.
II ! and of the angular dependence of its interfacial ener
We have thus obtained a quantitative measure of the an
ropy of the L3-La interfacial energy in the CPCl system
~Sec. III! and have explained several striking features of
textures and shapes in the two-phase region.

II. THE SHAPE OF AN INVERSE SMECTIC CRYSTAL IN
A SMECTIC CYLINDER

Consider a droplet of isotropic phase within a smec
cylinder, in a meridian plane, as shown in Fig. 3. Because
the liquid character of the layers, the interface energy
pends only onu, the angle between the normal of the laye
~the director!, and the normal of the interface. The shape
the droplet can be described byr(s) wheres is the arc length
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along a meridian andr the distance from the axisD. The
Gibbs-Thomson~GT! equation of the interface~which re-
lates the shape of the droplet to the interface and bulk
energies! can be obtained as follows. Consider a change
the shape due to a displacementdh(s) along the normal of
the interface~see Fig. 3!.

Calling D f the excess of free energy of the smectic pha
compared to the isotropic phase andf e5K/2r2 the density
of curvature energy of the lamellar layers, the change
shape corresponds to a bulk energy increase

dFV52E 2pr~D f 1 f el.!dhds. ~1!

The normal displacementdh yields an increase in the el
ementary area from 2prds to 2p(r1dh cosu)(11dh/R)ds

FIG. 2. Top: Droplet of isotropicL3 phase within a stacking o
cylindrical layers ofLa phase for the lyotropic system cetylpyr
dinium chloride~CPCl!/hexanol/brine~NaCl 1% wt. in water; wt.
ratio hexanol over CPCl'1.13; volume fraction of brine' 0.92!.
Width of the picture 100mm. Below: sketch of the geometrica
arrangement of the layers in the capillary.

FIG. 3. The total free energy of an equilibrium droplet is s
tionary with regard to a small normal displacementdh of its shape.
2-2
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MEASUREMENT OF THE ANISOTROPY OF THE ENERGY OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011702
whereR is the local curvature radius of the meridian curv
but also a changedu5ddh/ds in the orientation. Therefore
the surface energy increase is

dFS5E s~u1du!2p~r1dh cosu!S 11
dh

R Dds

2E 2ps~u!rds

'2pE FrS sdh

R
1

ds

du

ddh

ds D1s~u!dh cosuGds.

~2!

Performing integrations by parts and taking into account t
d•/ds52R21d•/du anddr/ds5sinu, Eq. ~2! leads to the
first order indh to

dFS52pE dsH rFs~u!
dh

R
1

s9~u!

R
dhG2sinus8~u!dh

1s~u!dh cosuJ . ~3!

The total free energyFS1FV of an equilibrium crystal is
stationary with regard to any normal displacement, wh
leads to the GT equation of the smectic-isotropic interface
a smectic-cylinder geometry:

s~u!1s9~u!

R
1

s~u!cosu2s8~u!sinu

r
52~D f 1 f el.!.

~4!

This equation differs from the classic 2D GT equation fo
crystal~which can be solved by the graphical construction
Fig. 1! @2#

s~u!1s9~u!

R
52D f , ~5!

by the presence of two terms of different origins. The ad
tional term on the left-hand side of Eq.~4! is due to the
three-dimensional~3D! geometry; its scaling with length i
the same as the first term. The curvature termf el.5K/2r2

scales differently, consequently, the equilibrium shapes
not size invariant. The left-hand side is of orders0 /R,
whereR is the typical size and typical curvature radius
the droplet ands0 the magnitude of the interfacial energ
To compare this term withf el. , let us takes0'kT/d2 and
K'kT/d whered is a microscopic distance~e.g., the typical
thickness of the smectic layers@26#!. The curvature energy in
Eq. ~4! is negligible whenr@ra5ARd. For a typical drop-
let of size 100mm and d'1 –10 nm, ra<1 mm, which
means that, on a macroscopic scale, the curvature en
does not distort the shape of the isotropic droplet, except
a very thin region surrounding the axis. To study more p
cisely the effect of the elastic energy on the shape, cons
now the case of an isotropic tension@s(u)5s0#. The total
free energy of a droplet is then given by
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F5E 2ps0

dr

sinu
2E pr2D f

dr

tanu
2E Kp ln

r

rc

dr

tanu
,

~6!

whererc'd is a cutoff length along the axis for the curva
ture energy. MinimizingF with respect tou(r) yields

cosu5
r

R0
1

r1

r
ln

r

rc
, ~7!

whereR052s0 /D f andr1'K/2s0'd. CallingR1 the larg-
est radius of the droplet and scaling all lengths byR1, Eq.~7!
becomes

cosu5 r̃1
r̃1

r̃
ln

r̃

r̃c

1 r̃1r̃ ln r̃c . ~8!

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the shape obtained from
~8! for different ratiosR1 /rc andr1 /rc53. When the size
of the droplet becomes much larger thanrc , the elastic ef-
fects along the core do not modify the overall shape. In pa
ing, it should also be noted that by takingr1 larger than a
few timesrc , one finds a stable core of isotropic phase alo
the axis of the smectic cylinder, far from the droplet. Such
mechanism could be an efficient way to relax the curvat
of the core of a smectic cylinder close to an isotropic ph
and could be an alternative to the appearance of the mech
cal instability of smectic cylinders discussed in Ref.@25#.

In conclusion, the curvature energy present in the sme
cylinder modifies the shape of the smallest crystals but no
large ones. When the order of the ratioR1 /rc is much larger
than 1000~a typical value!, the curvature energy of the
smectic layers does not contribute significantly to the sh
of the inverse smectic crystals.

When the curvature energy can be neglected in Eq.~4!
~that is for not too small droplets!, it is straightforward to
check thats(u)cos(u)2s8(u)sin(u)5Ar with A5D f /2 ful-
fills Eq. ~4!, which then reduces to

s~u!1s9~u!

R
52D f /2. ~9!

FIG. 4. Effects of the lamellar elasticity on the shapes of
isotropic inclusion within a smectic cylinder~the interfacial energy
is isotropic!.
2-3
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CHRISTOPHE BLANC PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011702
Equation~9! has the form of a classic 2D GT equation@Eq.
~5!#. It means that the contour of a droplet is similar to t
shape of a true 2D rigid crystal and that the anisotropy
interfacial energy can be obtained from a classic Wulff co
struction.

Note, however, that the 3D shape of a smectic cylin
droplet is different from the usual 3D Wulff constructio
shape~which can be also built from the 2D Wulff construc
tion by rotating the 2D crystal shape around the direc
axis!. In a smectic cylinder, the axis of revolution of th
shape is indeed the cylinder axis and not the smectic direc
We have sketched the two shapes of an arbitrary dro
corresponding to a cylinder smectic and to planar layers
Fig. 5. This difference can be observed in dilute samples
CPCl system for which the anisotropy in the interface ene
is not too large~see Sec. III! and where small directLa
crystals can be observed. A droplet, shown in Fig. 5, displ
a profile similar to the contour of the smectic cylinder dro
let of Fig. 2, but the 3D shapes do not have the same ax
revolution.

III. APPLICATION TO THE L 3-L a INTERFACIAL
ENERGY

Applying the results of Sec. II, we have systematica
measured the anisotropy of interfacial tension of theL3-La
interface of the cetylpyridinium chloride/hexanol/brine su
factant system.

A. Experiment

The chemical components~cetylpyridinium chloride and
hexanol from Aldrich! have been mixed with brine (1% w
of NaCl in water! and held at rest several days before u
The samples have been either prepared in theLa-L3 two-
phase region at room temperature~for a weight ratio hexano
over CPClh/c between 1.05 and 1.11! or within the closeL3
phase at different volume fractions of solventfw comprised
between 0.73 and 0.92.

FIG. 5. The equilibrium shape@~a!-top# of an arbitrary isotropic
droplet in a cylindrical arrangement of smectic layers has the s
2D profile than the equilibrium shape of its rigid crystal@~b!-top#
but a different 3D shape~some smectic layers have been sketch
inside both droplets!. This phenomenon is observed@~a!,~b!-bottom#
in dilute samples of the CPCl system where the correspond
shapes are given in Fig. 2 and in the micrograph of the right pict
which shows aLa nuclei made of planar layers~Brine volume
fraction 0.92; bar 20mm. Crossed polarizers at 45° of vertical!.
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Clean cylindrical glass capillaries~diameter 300mm) are
filled, flame sealed, and observed under polarizing mic
scope~Leitz DMRXP! equipped with a hot stage~Mettler
82HT! and a movie camera. Heating the sample yields@28#
an increase of the amount of lamellar phase at the expens
the sponge phase. Since the two-phase region is quite l
in temperature~about 20 °C for a brine volume fractionfw
50.75), very stable droplets of isotropicL3 phase can be
isolated within the lamellar phase. This latter is sponta
ously oriented by the glass capillary in a leeklike way, in
few hours. The quality of the alignment of the lamellar pha
is then checked under the polarizing microscope. During
same time, the droplets ofL3 phase along the cylindrical axi
are stabilized with shapes independent of their size~typical
diameter 1002200 mm) and of their history. When the
samples are prepared in the two-phase region close to
lamellar phase at room temperature~that is with a very few
amount of sponge phase andh/c'1.05) such droplets can b
kept for several days without any change of shape. We ap
then the Wulff construction~Fig. 6! in order to obtain the
angular dependences(u).

B. Results and discussion

The shapes of the droplets do not depend on the temp
ture ~for a given dilution! but change with dilution as show
in Fig. 7. The droplets display conical facets, correspond
to one particular orientationu0 ~with the notation of Figs. 3
and 6!, and two singularity points. Orientations compris

e

d

g
e,

FIG. 6. Top: Contour of aL3 droplet within theLa smectic
cylinder at a brine volume fractionfw50.82 ~picture width:
200 mm). Bottom: corresponding Wulff plot of the upper-right pa
of the shape.
2-4
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MEASUREMENT OF THE ANISOTROPY OF THE ENERGY OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011702
betweenu0 and p/2 are not present in the equilibrium
shapes. We give the relative interfacial tensions(u)/s(u0)
of the corresponding shapes in Fig. 7; note thatu0 smoothly
increases with the membrane volume fraction from 45°
70° for f'0.3. The interfacial energy decreases with
creasing tilt angle up to the largest observed orientat
which coincides withu0 ~defined with an accuracy of61°).
The anisotropy in the interfacial energy, that we will expli
itly define as the ratios(0)/s(u0), decreases with the brin
volume fraction but remains quite large~around 10% for
fw50.87).

Is the orientationu0 a facet, or simply a strong minimum
for the interfacial energy? The Wulff plot does not give t
interface tension for orientations larger thanu0 because these
orientations do not appear in the equilibrium shapes~such
orientations are called forbidden@30#!. However, we can eas
ily obtain a lower limit for the interfacial energy in that re
gion. Consider indeed the sketch in Fig. 6. The fact that
orientationsu.u0 are forbidden indicates that the corr
sponding interfacial energy@27# is located above the dotte
curve ~if it were lower, such orientations would indeed a
pear in the equilibrium shapes!. More precisely, the geomet
ric construction defines the lower limit for the interfaci
energy s f(u)5s(u0)sinu/sinu0 @this latter result satisfies
the usuallocal stability criterion @2# of an interfaces(u)
1s9(u).0#.

FIG. 7. Top: Evolution of the shape of the droplets with t
membrane volume fractionf512fw . Bottom: Relative anisot-
ropy of the interfacial tensions(0)/s(u0) obtained from their
Wulff construction.
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The Wulff plot completed in that way in Fig. 8 shows th
presence of a cusp at the angleu0. This last result strongly
reinforces the notion of epitaxy at theL3-La interface
@21,23#. The existence of a cusp atu0 was indeed predicted
by Lavrentovichet al. ~Ref. @23#! who developed a mode
based on the appearance of Frankel-Kontorowa dislocat
when the orientation slightly departs fromu0. However this
model also predicted the existence of asymmetriccusp.
Therefore, our results suggest that mechanisms other
dislocations are involved when the orientation is not exac
u0. A more complete model explaining all the features d
scribed previously, especially the forbidden orientations a
the asymmetric cusp, remains to be developed.

C. Bulk faceting vs.Herring instability

During theLa phase free growth@20,21#, the tilt angleu0
is observed over the main part of the interface. Depending
the global orientation of the interface, two different mech
nisms participate in that phenomenon.

First, forbidden orientations are thermodynamically u
stable@30# on a local scale and therefore should never
observed. It is consistent with our observations;any such
interfaces inLa nuclei or domains indeed consist in hill-and
valley interfaces, as shown in Fig. 9. The Herring’s instab

FIG. 8. Relative interfacial tension (u,u0) and its lower limit
(u.u0) for two brine volume fractionsfw50.82 andfw50.92 of
the CPCl system. The orientationu0 is a cusp for the interfacia
energy.

FIG. 9. Top: A global orientation of interface perpendicular
the layers is forbidden and is unstable with respect to the forma
of an hill-and-valley instability~as in the nucleus shown in bottom
picture!.
2-5
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CHRISTOPHE BLANC PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011702
ity is responsible for the appearance of the ‘‘crystallin
shapes ofLa nuclei, which are observed even in the mo
dilute samples.

On the other hand, the softness of theLa phase also con
tributes to the faceting of the droplets in a much differe
way. For example, the study of inverse droplets has not b
extended belowfw575% because droplets ofL3 phase
within a perfect cylinder lamellar phase were not obtained
such concentrations. An interface of orientationu,u0 is in-
deed unstable towards bulk faceting~the formation of bulk
defects due to interfacial effects at a smectic-to-isotropic
terface!. This effect is observed in concentrated solutions
shown in Fig. 10. Because of the large anisotropy of
interfacial tension, the tangential orientation is no mo
stable and focal conic domains appear in order to ensure
orientationu0 almost everywhere on the surface of the dro
let. This phenomenon has been studied in detail for thin s
in Ref. @5,29#, where we have shown that the energy o
single defect was given~in units of a2pKl) by

E~x,v!52Fx2v21xv1
2

3
x2v4, ~10!

whereF5Dsl/K, x5h/al is the dimensionless thicknes
of the lamellar slab,a is a numerical factor'30, Ds
5s(0)2s(u0), K the bulk curvature modulus, andl the
smectic penetration length. The typical thicknesshc for
which the defects appear is given by@29#

E~x,v!50

]E

]v
50, ~11!

which yields

FIG. 10. Perfect droplets of isotropic phase within the sme
cylinder have not been obtained in the concentrate part of the C
surfactant system. Networks of defects~sketched in right picture!
appear at locations where the orientation at the interface is m
different from u0. View between crossed polarizers at 45° fro
vertical. Brine volume fraction 68%.
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A2F3/2
. ~12!

In a lamellar phase stabilized by Helfrich’s steric interacti
@31#, we expect thatl58kd/3pkTf, whered is the mem-
brane thickness andk'Kd'kT is the bending modulus o
the membrane. The termF can therefore be written as

F5
Ds

s~u0!

s~u0!l

K
. ~13!

We expect that thes(u0) varies ass(u0)'sin2u0f
2k/d2

@23#. The threshold therefore varies as

hc'
3al

A2F3/2

;
1

fS Ds

s~u0! D
3/2. ~14!

Both f andDs/s(u0) increase with the membrane volum
fraction, which means that the largest possible thickness
perfect lamellar slab in contact with the droplet decreas
Around fw'70%, the measured threshold ishc
'30–40 mm @5#. Droplets with aLa slab larger than this
valuehc for the tangential orientation are therefore unsta
towards bulk faceting.

Eventually, we have also observed another lyotropic s
tem, for which the lamellar phase appears in the spo
phase as spherulites. As observed by Buchananet al. @18# in
the sodium dodecylsulfate~SDS!/octanol/brine system, suc
spherulites do not consist of perfect spherical layers but
play focal conic domains. We have observed sample
weight ratio octanol/SDS'1.36, brine~20 g NaCl/l! volume
fraction fw570%—cooled from the sponge phase (T
540°) into the two-phase region (T525°). Lamellar nuclei
appear as perfect onions but when their size increases~and/or
with time!, numerous defects destroy the bulk lamellar
rangement or even reorganize the whole texture as show
Fig. 11.

c
Cl

ch

FIG. 11. TheLa nuclei of the SDS system appear in theL3

sponge phase as spherulites~left!. However, the textures get rapidl
reorganized in a few minutes by means of focal conic doma
~right!. Crossed polarizers; width of the pictures 80mm.
2-6
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MEASUREMENT OF THE ANISOTROPY OF THE ENERGY OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011702
We propose the following scenario to explain the appe
ance of such droplets. The anisotropy in the interfacial
ergy of this system is quite weak but favors the angleu0 ~we
have measureds(0)/s(u0)'1.05–1.1 andu0'60° at fw
50.7). Spherulites can nevertheless be spontaneously
ated during the growth~because, for instance, of the nucl
ation of the first layers around nearly spherical impuritie!.
Contrary to the CPCl system, the anisotropy of interfac
tension is too weak to destabilize easily the interface and
growth is isotropic, which keeps the shape spherical. Ho
ever, when the size of the droplets reaches a critical s
close to the critical thickness of thin planar samples, the b
faceting yields an assembly of focal conic domains arou
the sphere. Note also that it means that the presence o
ions in a biphasic solution does not necessarily indicate
the interface is of minimal energy when the layers are pa
lel to it.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have measured the angular dependence of theL3-La
interface in the CPCl/brine/hexanol surfactant system.
have unambiguously shown that a cusp in the interfacial
ergy was present for an orientationu0 corresponding to the
lowest interfacial energy. The presence of forbidden orien
tions (u.u0) is the source of an hill-and-valley instabilit
~as reported in Ref.@20# about free-growth shapes!. There-
fore the two types of faceting occurring in theLa-L3 two-
phase region have two different origins. The first one~the
Herring’s instability! is local and arises when the global or
entation of the interface is a forbidden orientation. The s
ond one~bulk faceting! arises when the global orientation o
the interface is not forbidden but is of large energy. The
instabilities are both present in the nuclei ofLa phase in
sponge phase and play the same role, that is, they impos
-
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same orientationu0 all over the interface. Note however tha
the Herring’s instability has a local origin and is therefo
present at each scale, whereas bulk faceting implies a c
petition between bulk deformation and surface effects a
thus occurs only at large scale~that is in largeLa domains!.

Note finally that the shapes of droplets of lamellar pha
do not depend only on the equilibrium properties of the
terface but also on the specific properties of the grow
mechanisms. The two types of faceting play different ro
during theLa phase growth. The Herring’s instability is ex
pected to be present at any rate of growth~at least when the
interface is in local equilibrium, which is almost always a
sumed in free growth experiments!, whereas bulk faceting
requires deformations of matter and involves hydrodynam
modes. The importance of each instability is therefore
pected to be very different according to the growth rate
the lamellar phase@32#.

In this paper, we have also shown that a modified Wu
plot can be used to measure the anisotropy of an interfa
energy from the shape of a droplet of isotropic phase wit
a smectic cylinder. If the method we have developed can
considered as an alternative of the classic Wulff construc
when studying a smectic-to-isotropic interface, it is howev
limited for two reasons. First, when the elastic effects can
be neglected, the graphical construction should be repla
by the numerical integration of Eq.~4!. Moreover when the
anisotropy of interfacial tension is important, bulk faceting
expected, even in the presence of a strong anchoring a
substrate.
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